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Pusher versus Tractor

pusher concept is wrong in any way, but it most certain- ly indicates that ..... Rotaries then gradu- ally went out of fashion, although they stayed long enough. 
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It is hopefully anticipated that even the most experienced reader will not object to an elementary review and commentary on that 72 year old subject . . .



PUSHER versus TRACTOR by
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(Illustrations by the Author)



HEN CONSIDERING A single-engined configuration, many people think that a propeller at the back end, rather than at the front end, is the better way to design an airplane. It is true that many of the very first experimental airplanes were pushers and the first recognized successful airplane in the world was a pusher. It is also safe to say that early designers quite thoroughly investigated the pusher layout, Figs. 1, 2 and 3. Today, two points that continue to be espoused as advantages are superior visibility and better aerodynamics, the latter due to the propeller not having to "batter" its slipstream over the entire fuselage, center section and tail group. The appeal of the pusher layout is not reserved for a relatively few present-day designers. Some kids grow up through their modelling days feeling that they should perhaps spend more time "developing" the pusher because they have heard and read that it is supposed to be "better". But somehow the pusher problems always seem to get in the way. After he learns to fly, though, he subsequently may do all his flying in tractors, it is not uncommon to retain this latent affection for the pushed airplane. This smoldering predilection is often fanned into flame by persuasive claims by pusher protagonists without the balancing opinions from those who may not be so enthusiastic. Early in World War I, pushers were reluctantly revived by the Allies to enable guns to be fired in a forward arc. Since then, the proportion of pusher propellers to tractor propellers has been minute. This vast outnumbering by tractors does not necessarily prove that the pusher concept is wrong in any way, but it most certainly indicates that when it comes down to the nitty gritty, most designers go tractor. As with canards (ref. 2) there is an occasional minor resurgence of individual pusher types, but to date, BD-5
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FIG. 1 — The 1911 Paulhan and Tatin Aero Torpedo achieved 88 mph utilizing a 20 ft. drive shaft from the amidship-mounted 50 hp Gnome, (ref. 1). It used wingwarping as Paulin was engaged in litigation with the Wrights who were enforcing their aileron patent rights.



FIG. 2 — Early designers were quick to experiment with the aft-propeller airplane. This was the over 100 mph Galludet Bullet, built 1912 in Connecticut. It was powered with a 14 cylinder Gnome, mounted at the front of the fuselage.



notwithstanding, there has been no overwhelming acceptance of its advantages, when compared squarely with its disadvantages. FIG. 3 — Another experiment by the Galludets at their factory on the Thames River, Connecticut. Built for the Navy in 1916, it had two four-cylinder 100 hp Dusenbergs geared to an internal rack to which the four propeller blades were attached. To evade the Wright patents on controls, the ailerons only moved up from neutral. SPORT AVIATION 23



VISIBILITY



The pusher's visibility can be as good as is possible



in any type of flying machine. If one wanted to really look at the world from the air, this would seem an excellent formula to follow. There are nevertheless, a few types of tractors with narrow engines and/or well-placed cockpits about which the visibility characteristics can hardly be faulted, Fig. 4. If not precisely as good as the



ideal pusher, they are so close as to diminish to a great degree one of its biggest potential advantages. Couple the above mentioned tractor with an ultra smooth enginepropeller combination and it can be a toss up as to which type of airplane can have the more comfortable cockpit. PERFORMANCE



FIG. 4 — Forward and downward visibility was basic design requirement on these two tractor airplanes, the Short Seamew and the Morane Saulnier Epervier.



It is however in the matter of performance where there is generally a great disparity between equally powered and sophisticated tractors and pushers. When comparing aircraft that do the same job, for example a pusher 2 or 4 place versus a tractor 2 or 4 place or an amphibian pusher



versus an amphibian tractor, superior all-round performance has always consistently favored the tractor. Probably the ultimate single-engined "pusher" is



the jet-powered airplane, where one can have perfect visibility through a wide choice of cockpit locations without the vexation of a rear propeller, Fig. 5. And this, the



rear propeller, is the crux of all the pusher advantages



and unfortunately, disadvantages. It is not a relatively small jet orifice that can be easily engineered into the conventional airplane fuselage shape, but rather a com-



paritively large-diameter fragile disc, whose purely ideal



aerodynamic rear position is in direct conflict with where



FIG. 5 — Designed initially for jet propulsion, the ideal sport "pusher" need have few compromises to satisfy accepted aerodynamic and powerplant basics.



it is usually forced to be placed, due to the fact that the ground would otherwise get in the way! Or the water, as the case may be.



It is often pointed out by pusher people that a tractor



propeller is very bad because it is destabilizing in pitch



and yaw. Well this is a fact. But so is everything else in front of the center of gravity. The e.g. is a point of balance, which automatically means that there has to be something ahead of it, as well as behind it. The more the engine and passenger weight is concentrated, the less bulk there is ahead of the e.g. with a correspondingly lower requirement for vertical tail area, as for example, in many of the early airplanes, Fig. 6. In the yawing plane, as long as there is more effective side area behind the e.g., there will be directional stability, of sorts. The greater the relative side area, the stronger the stability, up to the yaw angle where the vertical surface stalls. This is the reason that dorsal fins and/or low aspect ratio fin/rudders are commonly used,



that is, to increase the stalling angle or the maximum angle of controlled sideslip. On the optimum pusher, the jet, in some extreme cases and for various reasons, much structure is built in front of the balance point. The directional stability deteriorates to the degree that even with large vertical tail areas, black boxes are necessary to keep it pointed in the



FIG. 6 — Vertical tail area compared on two different types of airplane, the Fokker E-2 and the Seabee prototype.



right direction.



On the propellered pusher, the more the weight of the



engine, shafting and propeller is moved to the rear, the more the disposable load is accordingly moved ahead of the wing for balance. This is great for visibility but the large destabilizing bulk up front, which in many pushers is far greater than any tractor propeller could ever be, requires greater fin/rudder area for compensation, even if it is helped by the side area of the rear propeller. In the pitching plane, this spreading of the weights along the fuselage length will also require greater tailplane area for adequate control. Plus, if the fuselage length behind the wing is reduced to alleviate the rota24 MARCH 1975



FIG. 7 — Super-cavitating tractor propellers projected by Grumman for this high-speed Navy Patrol Craft.



FIG. 8 — Adjustable main-wing incidence to compensate for minimum fuselage rotation. The PAR Special and Chance Vought Crusader.



a consequent increase in drag during normal cruising flight (ref. 4) (ref. 5). Despite the destabilizing nature of the front-mounted propeller, and the deleterious results of the rotating slipstream on control, the majority of tractors have good inair handling qualities. Some are very good. There is every reason to believe that those of the pusher should be as good, and in some respects, a little better. The necessary qualification of course is that the pusher's takeoff and landing is most seriously compromised by the inability to rotate the wing sufficiently, due to restrictive ground clearance at the rear end, even with a reduced diameter propeller. Configuration adjustments to provide adequate ground clearance contribute to reduced inair performance. Multi-engined aircraft with wingmounted pusher propellers do not suffer as much in this regard, nevertheless they share most of the other performance robbing features of the pusher. SHIPS



FIG. 9 — In this airplane, application of power through the elevated thrust line causes a nose-down tendency. It is opposed by adding a down load on the stabilizer.



FIG. 10 — Here the thrust load is directed through the C.G. for zero or controlled trim change.



FIG. 11 —The inclined fuselage is providing some negative lift, although inefficiently, with quite high drag values, (ref. 20).



tion problem, an even larger tail-plane area is then needed. The net effect of the larger tail surfaces is to increase the drag and weight above that of a comparable tractor. A windmilling tractor propeller may reduce the air speed over parts of the tail by as much as 60 percent (ref.



3). For the pusher, the build up or braking of air in front



of the pump has the same effect and is especially noticeable if the control surfaces are immediately forward of the prop disc. So neither tractor or pusher is effected substantially more than the other in this respect. The large nicely rounded forward fuselage shape of the pusher sometimes tends to create unfavorable characteristics in the autorotation mode. To reduce this effect, its contour has to be adulterated by strakes or flattening



of some areas or making corners sharper, all resulting in



Before further delineating some of the apparently ineradicable pusher-propeller idiosyncratic peculiarities, mention must be made of an argument that pusher zealots always like to use. That is, "a ship does not have its propeller on the front, to blow water back over its hull and so impede its own progress". It is felt that this is not a valid comparison and an examination of it is called for. Old as well as current marine literature, without detectable exception, reveals that the rear propeller position is largely taken for granted, without discussion. However, historically, it seems to have been practicality which has dictated all major marine design trends. For example, in very early boats and ships, a couple of oars or paddles were used for steering, regardless of the motive power used, either sail and/or oarsmen. These steering oars were located, one on each side of the vessel, at the rear, because it was found to be the best place from which to control direction. Probably that's why feathers are at the rear of an arrow and not at the front or in the middle. Anyway, when docking or porting, the dock-side "steer oar" or "board" ran the risk of damage so eventually only one "steerboard" was used and it was on the right-hand side. Hence, incidently, the term "starboard" as is used today. The porting or portside was the side that did not have the rudder. As time passed, the rudder migrated to the center of the stern, both for better control on larger vessels and to enable a ship to dock either side (ref. 6). Up to the advent of steam, the design of a ship was much a combination of tradition and art. When engines were devised for ships, they were for practical reasons situated in the center of the hull to coincide the centers of gravity and buoyancy. Adaption of age-old paddles and then paddle wheels were the original propulsion devices. A paddle wheel on each side of the ship, enabled the use of a short transmission line from the source of power. Unhappily in rough water, with a rolling ship, thrust was anything but equal, and great difficulty was experienced in holding a steady course. Because of other problems with side paddlewheels, such as ships being too wide for narrow canals and locks, and because of the great risk of damage whilst docking, the rear positioned paddlewheel became popular. Besides, it was closer to the rolling center of the ship. The rudder had already been there since the twelfth century (ref. 6). Some rudders were even retractable, because of the necessity to operate in shoal water and for the requirements of beaching. Although screw proposals were submitted to the English Admiralty as early as 1681 by Hooks and 1738 by Daniel Bernoulli, it was in 1836 that Francis Smith patented one of the first screw-propeller designs. His first boat had the screw mounted forward of the stern post, in SPORT AVIATION 25



deep water, so that it would stay submerged in rough seas and to avoid shocks to the engine. This was the basic idea. However in tests, half of the propeller promptly got broken
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FLOW



off, whereupon the boat immediately went faster. So with



much reduced blade area, the screw was subsequently raised to a more protected position at the rear, where,



on full-sized ships it was still much less vulnerable to enemy gun-fire than paddle wheels. Eventually the screw was used universally although at first only as a back-up to sail, as were early paddle wheels for that matter. Some ships had adjustable pitch and even feathering



screws. Others lifted their propellers or paddle wheels out of the water when under sail. The engines were used mostly for harbor maneuvering and docking and the



rear-positioned screw was definitely found to be less



prone to damage.



As with modern military aircraft paving the way for



following commercial designs, so the navies of the world influenced ship design. One important fact in this regard was, for instance, that British battleships were



equipped with rams right up to the end of the 19th century (ref. 7). Accurate long range guns and torpedoes



FIG. 12 — This is a facsimile of a 1936 illustration by Raoul J. Hoffman entitled "Flow of air thru propeller".



deleted this requirement. But up to this stage, bows of naval vessels were designed to crash into other vessels. Non-military ships were made to break ice, bump logs, and a host of other equally strenuous duties. On fishing



vessels the rear screw location also minimized net fouling. All in all, a propeller in the bow area was obviously



impractical.



When the change from paddle wheels to propellers occurred, it was found that the accelerated water over the rudder allowed a ship to turn very quickly and positively. Maneuverability was so good in fact that it has become one of the main reasons for the rear position of



the screw (ref. 8). Tugs, which spend most of the time moving barges, log rafts and other ships can maneuver better if they can push rather than pull. This, because the "powered" rudder is at the rear of the combination



whether it be a number of barges, log rafts or whatever.



As they do have to back up occasionally, some tugs have an additional rudder(s) forward of the propeller(s) which then comes into use for deflecting the reversed wake (ref. 9). So it would appear that the rear location of the screw evolved more by force of circumstances than by any cut



and dried calculation of thrust and drag. Therefore to



FIG. 13 — The PAR Special, the Lawrence Institute Special (tandem-wheel version) and the Schroeder Dragontail.



use its position on a ship as an argument against tractormounted propellers on airplanes has to be unjustified.



Because it is so practical for ships, it has never really been seriously challenged, even though difficulties with wave action, hull design and thrust calculations may favor some other location. Now with small planing hulls, a rear screw position is the only placement possible, because at speed it is the only part of the boat that is in the water. Again,



it is felt that no general comparison to aircraft is legitimate. FUTURE MARINE DESIGN



Starting with the earliest screws, cavitation has been a problem for the marine designer. Since about 1950, hydrodynamicists and aerodynamicists have joined forces to increase the speed of water-born near-surface vehicles. Hitherto building only airplanes, a number of aircraft manufacturers began moving into the ship building field. With retractable screws and foils, Fig. 7, purposely designed to cavitate (super cavitating) tractor screw positions started to appear (ref. 10). One can see a parallel to the furling of canvas on the old sailing ships with the retraction of these foils and pods. A small auxiliary, usually at the rear, is used for docking and low-speed navigation. 26 MARCH 1975



FIG. 14 — The very first twin-engined airplane was pushpull, using two Gnome rotary engines. Produced by Shorts, Great Britain in 1911. (ref. 24).



The apparent limit on size of ships using hydrofoils is approximately 2000 tons and 60 knots. As this article is being prepared the most promising design for heavier ocean-going vessels up to 100 knots is the Surface Effect Ship. It is air cushioned and twin-hulled, with a skirt at



the front and one at the stern. A lift fan is used to provide a Captured Air Bubble. The propulsion will be super cavitating propellers or another old invention, water jets (ref. 11). Where these power pods will finally be located in relation to the hulls, will be interesting to see.



FIG. 15 — The Do 18 like most push-pull airplanes, was appreciably faster on the rear engine than on the front.



ticality. Not necessarily from any great breakthrough in aerodynamics. The popular rotary engine cooled well in most any location, because of course the whole thing revolved. But tractor propellers created enough slipstream so that cooling was therefore easier. Rotaries then gradually went out of fashion, although they stayed long enough to mess up the handling qualities of a number of tractors, as well as pushers. Certainly the pilot now had a buffeting slipstream over him and this probably hastened cockpit enclosure. In comparison to the rear-mounted engines, which characteristically moved forward d u r i n g sudden stops or crashes, the now forward mounted engine absorbed much of the kinetic energy and a more crashworthy cockpit structure was possible. Propellers lasted longer, both for land and seaplanes. Less debris or water passed through the propeller disk, enhancing its longevity. While tractor landing gears were shorter, this change could be argued as a step backward from the tricycle gear of the pusher. Nevertheless, and above all, the tractors performed better, but not just because they were lighter and more compact. Why? PROPELLERS



FIG. 16 — Push-pull propulsion pods on Boeing's U. S.



Navy PCH 110 ton Antisubmarine Patrol Craft.



FIG. 17 — This was a Fokker private venture in 1938. Only one of these twin-boom D-23 fighters was built and it was destroyed in the bombing of Schiphol in 1940.



FIG. 18 — The XV-11A or MARVEL (Mississippi Aerophysics Research Vehicle with Extended Range) first flew in December 1965.



AIRPLANE EVOLUTION



Although many early pioneers in the struggle for a successful flying machine had propellers all over their designs, the Wrights used pusher propellers and an aft mounted rudder, ship style. Not quite in bird tradition



was their forward mounted elevator or "vertical rudder" as they called it, for pitch control. After they learned the hard way (Selfridge killed and Orville hurt, Ft. Meyer, Sept. 17, 1908) they changed to a rear elevator or tail plane (ref. 12). The birds had a good thing going for them after all. Airplanes gradually evolved from rear engines and pusher propellers to forward mounted engines and tractor propellers, perhaps like ship history, because of prac-



As has been known since the beginning of powered flight, the pitch selection of a propeller is critical for top performance. In fact, it should be constantly adjusted in very slight amounts for greatest efficiency during a complete flight. The correct and precise angle of attack of the entire propeller blade can only be achieved at one airspeed and a given rpm. A true adjustable-pitch propeller would be one where the actual blade would progressively articulate or distort, to alter the angle by different amounts, along the complete length of the blade. Clearly this would be an engineering miracle although at least one such propeller was so designed and constructed by an Italian, named Benozzi, in 1932 (ref. 13K The ability to rotate a rigid blade about its own axis, a few degrees either side of true pitch, even though not theoretically perfect, can increase overall performance to a very great extent. Hence the almost total acceptance of the modern "adjustable-pitch" propeller. It is this fine balance between angle of attack of the blades, the airspeed and the power produced by the engine, that has such a very large influence on ultimate performance. Let this pitch angle be even one degree off optimum and a reduction in performance results. Off a couple of degrees and performance degenerates considerably. In most cases, maximum propeller thrust is exerted when an aircraft is stationary, gradually diminishing with speed (ref. 14). Therefore, the generated thrust should be greater with a rear mounted propeller because, like a ship, its working medium is slowed by the hull or airframe. But water is roughly 800 to 1000 times as dense as air (ref. 15). Further, a ship's hull is a smooth overall shape disturbed only by possible marine growths. The water that flows through the aft propellers (especially twin-mounted screws) is comparitively tranquil. It just so happens that if the pusher fuselage is a decent shape, the air should not be slowed by it very much in the first place. But even so, over the rear portion of the fuselage there is a lowered pressure and an increase in velocity of the stream approaching the propeller (ref. 16). Acording to momentum theory, one half of the velocity increase occurs in front of the disk (ref. 17). This, incidentally, increases the pusher-fuselage drag in this area. As a pump induces air into its disk from some distance ahead, up to about 15 degrees of yaw the flow through a propeller can be considered parallel to its axis of rotation (ref. 18), (ref. 19). Up to this angle, P factor is mostly myth. The pusher propeller, unfortunately, does not have unrestricted space in front of it and does not SPORT AVIATION 27



operate in a uniform and steady flow, as does the tractor. The air has its direction and pressure changed by various amounts all around the pusher fuselage, wing and tail group and there is not enough distance for the aligning characteristics of the propeller to appreciably damp out these effects. Therefore the pusher propeller has to work into differ-



ing angles of attack all the way around each revolution. A pusher propeller can almost never have the optimum angle of attack even on one section of its blade for a complete revolution! Little wonder it makes a noise about it. Most any pusher, including the B-36, has a distinctive



(some say distressed) "pusher sound" which denotes propeller problems. The more noise, the less efficiency, except with shrouds, about which more later.



So, while the pusher propeller may have the potential



to provide more thrust, it usually doesn't, due to the almost impossible situation of the variable flow going into it. Aerodynamic texts allude to this but because of the staggering difficulty of analysis do not go into it deeply. ADJUSTMENTS



One solution would appear to be that of smoothing out and stabilizing the flow as much as possible, before it reaches the rear-mounted propeller, by providing a super



The following is a quote from "The Effect of the Slipstream" by Raoul J. Hoffman in Popular Aviation, Aug. 1936. Fig. 12 ... "shows the velocity increase of air pas-



sing through a propeller. This increase is the slip-stream



which gives us the required thrust. We notice an outer zero line past which we find a small region of reversed flow; the inner zero line passes through the 25 percent



of the diameter, past which we find a turbulent region. Placing a body (fuselage) into this turbulent region the efficiency naturally will increase." The above might also help explain why some tractor fuselage drags are not nearly as high as is sometimes imagined, and further minimizes one more pusher advan-



tage. It additionally hints to the fact that the pusher



might benefit from a new kind of spinner, to help bring



its performance up a needed notch. An absolute and direct comparison between pushers



and tractors is probably not achievable. But one oppor-



tunity for at least a good indication could be seen in three



pushers, Fig. 13, designed to the rigid requirements of



the midget-racer class. These aircraft had the same engines, payload, wing-area restrictions, landing-gear wheel size, etc., as did the competing tractors. Yet their flight speeds were considerably lower (ref. 23). PUSH PULL



clean and/or long fuselage. This in turn creates one of the



biggest headaches in pusher design, that of ground clearance for the propeller. It means that this type of airplane



can not be rotated to as high a lift coefficient as a tractor, both on takeoff and landing, with consequently, much longer time on the ground and higher speeds. One fix



would be to make the incidence of the main lifting surface



adjustable, Fig. 8. But this is added complication and weight, and not all designers will go this route. Another fix is to reduce the diameter of the propeller, which in turn reduces static thrust. Another is to raise the propeller to a higher position. This causes trim drag because a nose-down couple is created, which in turn requires a compensating or balancing download on the tail. This is added weight to be carried by the main wing, Fig. 9. Or, the high propeller can have its thrust line pointed through the main mass of the structure, so that the additional download is supported directly by the wing but without an appreciable change in trim force, Fig. 10.



The fuselage shape itself can be arranged to accommodate the high propeller position, but doing this departs greatly from the best streamline shape. By the way, according to P factor enthusiasts, the inclined propeller should create a turning tendancy, but it does not, Fig. 11. Anyway, whichever method is employed, it serves to subtract from the pusher's performance. TRACTOR DRAG



A large spinner on a tractor generally improves the



overall propeller efficiency because it deflects air from the



blunter and thicker blade sections and directs it into the better shaped main portion of the blades. And this is why cooling-air inlets in this area can then be smaller with less drag (ref. 21). The increase in the velocity of the slipstream of a tractor may be as much as 100 percent or more, at low speed. That is, the flow speed is twice that over parts outside the slipstream. The drag inside the slipstream supposedly would be four times greater. This is quite high drag. But it is at low speeds only! At high speed this difference diminishes to as little as ten percent with a correspondingly lower drag factor for the fuselage (ref. 22). The slipstream speed is not constant over the length of the fuselage though, adding to the difficulty of calculating the drag. 28 MARCH 1975



The push-pull configuration warrants some attention if for no other reason than because half of it is a push-



er, Fig. 14. Apart from the ease of handling during flight on one engine (compared to a conventional tractor or pusher twin) an important justification for tandem-power



plants is the reduction in frontal drag. As an example,



research in 1936 showed that "a twin-motored fighter with



close-coupled tandem propellers would be 25 mph faster than a normal twin-motored type with two nacelles" (ref. 25).



According to an April 1969 article by David Bierman, President, Hartzell Propeller, Piqua, Ohio, "When both



propellers are operating, the efficiency of the rear propeller is reduced because it is then operating in the slipstream



of the front propeller, although it still may have some beneficial effect on drag", (bold mine, GBC).



Dornier had observed (ref. 26) that the DO18 was two



percent faster on just the rear engine than on just the front, Fig. 15. In more recent times, the Cessna Skymaster (for example) displayed similar characteristics. With its rear propeller shut down, vortex generators notwithstanding, the flow was separating badly around the blunt



rear of the fuselage. Shutting the front engine down and flying on the rear only, resulted in a sort of king-sized



boundary-layer control. This reduced the drag of the fuselage to the point where even though the rear propeller was generating lots of noise, the airplane went faster. Hence many mistakenly thought that this was



proof that a pusher was "more efficient". Normal singleengined tractors are not penalized by such unstream-



lined after bodies, so should not be compared to this type of design.



It is interesting to note that back in 1962, projected



ship designs for the U. S. Navy (ref. 27) included pushpull propulsion pods, Fig. 16. BALLAST



Superior visibility of the pusher has already been reaffirmed. It is difficult to criticize the pusher on this. Once a pilot accommodates himself to possibly less reference nose in front of him, the appeal of the unhindered view is undeniable. But to carry passengers, and provide the same quality of view for them, presents another knotty point. Two people, let alone four, in front of the wing implies an exceedingly wide travel of the center of gravity,



which the normal tractor does not have, as its disposable load is located on or near the correct e.g. position. How is this condition balanced in the pusher? Again, a larger than normal tail plane is required for trim and/or an adjustable ballast can be used, which to make a practical airplane, has to be carried at all times to be readily available for any particular load configuration. Either direction takes the pusher down the performance ladder. SO FAR



Up to this point it has been suggested that pushers tend to be heavier, due to drive train, vibration attenuators and ballast, if carried. There is some power loss due to the distance between the engine and propeller. Pushers may fly nicely in the air but suffer longer takeoff and landing distances. The center of gravity-balance trim drag may be higher than a tractor and the thrustline trim drag is higher and/or there is an increased apparent weight due to the inclined thrust line. Propeller erosion is a big factor although the degree varies between designs and is modified by the type of operating surface such as grass, dirt, macadam, asphalt or concrete. ESCAPE



There is another facet to the pusher/tractor picture, this one from the pilot's point of view, as opposed to a strictly engineering stance. For some military-turnedcivilian pilots, it is a personal preference to continue to use that great safety aid, the parachute. Not just for aerobatics but for so called normal flying as well. Once airborne, a well fitted and comfortable chute can instil much confidence. The fear, however remote, of structural failure during severe turbulence, can gnaw at even the most seasoned pilot. Perhaps sailplane pilots who use chutes do so because they see considerably more structural flexing than does the average lightplane pilot, and this gets to them. When wearing a chute, it is not unnatural to be concerned that egress from the cockpit during an emergency, be unimpeded. Especially if, conceivably, the airplane is girating wildly. One can appreciate why a tractor lowwing has been the accepted norm for nearly all pre-ejection-seat military airplanes. Certain high-winged types might make it a grim fight for the pilot or crew to get past all of the structure, doors and struts. But to do all this and, as in a pusher, still have the added hazard of a vertible buzz-saw a few feet behind, can be cause for some grave speculation. Some podded tractor designs are particularly menacing in this regard. A war-time English publication (ref. 28) states that "There are a number of pusher installations which provide a good view forward but make the bailing out a game of dodge the prop, with odds on the propeller". Also, with a picture of a Fokker D-23, Fig. 17, this article allowed that while the tandem arrangement was neat, " . . . pilot trouble was acute, because the rear screw would act as a mincer, topping and tailing any unfortunate who sprang from his cockpit through its blades". For successful escape, the farther the propeller is from the cockpit, the better. Also, having lots of tail surfaces in front of the propeller would seem to offer more protection. The war-time push-pull DO-335 not only had ejection



seats, but the vertical tail as well as the propeller itself were designed to be jettisoned for escape purposes (ref. 29). POWER PLANTS



The advent of the compact and smoothly running Wankel engine looked as though it could be eminently suited for pusher or aft-mounted tractor installations. That is, if



it was made of light metals. However even a light Wankel has a high fuel consumption. Given a nominal endurance, the total weight of the rotary-engined package is high compared to one with a reciprocating high-compression engine. The present iron Japanese liquid-cooled rotary automobile engine is heavy. This has deterred most, though not a l l , amateur experimentation for aircraft utilization. There are several lightplanes now flying with Wankels embedded mid-fuselage and using ducted fan concepts. The trade-offs are interesting, but hard and precise performance figures are not readily available. DUCTED FANS



Primarily as a noise reduction program, Hamilton Standard Division of United Aircraft has studied "QFans" using reciprocating and rotary engines (ref. 30). The shrouded propeller or ducted fan produces higher static thrust than a free propeller for the same diameter and power input (ref. 31). However, while any propulsion system designed for reduced noise suffers from weight penalties, in the shroud application there also appears to be a reduction in available cruise thrust. The U. S. Army Aviation Digest, regarding the Marvel Research Aircraft, notes that its "shrouded propeller increases static thrust by 90 percent over a similar open propeller, and provides thrust augmentation up to 100 mph. Above this speed, shroud drag overcomes any thrust increase", (ref. 32). Control surfaces were designed into the ring to help justify its weight and drag. As a matter of interest, the low speed efficiency of a shroud is greatest with a well-rounded lip which prevents inlet separation but which in turn adds even greater drag at high speeds (ref. 33). Referring again to the Marvel used for Army evaluation, Fig. 18, the weight of the glass-fiber shroud, with a diameter of 66 inches, was 68 pounds. Even at this rather high weight, there was great difficulty in maintaining rigidity and optimum propeller tip/shroud clearance, due mostly to vibration. It prevented the use of more than 45 percent of the available turbine power. Curiously, this unwanted vibration did have one mitigating feature, it decreased in flight, the annoyingly large static breakout forces of the shroud-mounted control surfaces (ref. 34). Control performance i power off and windmilling) is also compromised by sizeable effects of air-flow blockage in the annulus. Alas, it seems that the shroud is not without its drawbacks and is not generally considered a cureall for the pusher. EPILOG



New pusher-propeller airplanes are always turning up. An onlooker armed with the knowledge of some of the difficulties of its design, might find it enlightening to assess each pusher trade off and compromise. Presenting a definite point of view can sometimes run the risk of discord with those who do not share that view. There is one fact however, that could very well be indisputable, and that is that those who have endeavored in the past and those who are currently endeavoring to improve the pusher-propeller concept, deserve special appreciation. Aeronautical history is and will be richer because of them.
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I EORGE RICHTER (EAA 64328) of Los Angeles has made several test flights in the radical new aircraftpictured above which he has named the Ric Jet 4. While the flights made to date have been restricted to straight runs down the Mojave, California airport at altitudes of about 12 feet (see photo), the test program is reasonably on schedule . . . which is to say it is proceeding slowly and deliberately. This cautious approach is only prudent because the Ric Jet is one of the most innovative homebuilt aircraft ever built. First, the Ric Jet is not jet powered — although at first glance the appearance is reminiscent of some of the early "X" series NASA research aircraft. Rather, the aft portion of the fuselage is an integral duct containing a Mazda RX 2 rotary engine driving a two blade wooden propeller that is 40 inches in diameter. The propeller is ahead of the engine and is not geared — it is a direct drive system with the propeller bolted to an aluminum adapter which takes the place of the flywheel on the engine. As the pictures indicate, the rotary engine is enclosed in a streamlined pod within the fuselage/duct, supported by a member which also serves as an air flow straightener and carrier of the tail section. The 18' wing has pronounced sweep back and anhedral and has full span slotted flaps. Spoilers are utilized for lateral control. The high mounted tail section is one of the more conventional parts of the aircraft. The tri-cycle landing gear is retractable, but is locked in the down position for early test work. The nose gear will fold backward and upward in the usual manner, but the main gear is somewhat unique in that it rotates forward and into the fuselage. Again referring to the photographs, the forward half of the fuselage is a sailplane-like pod that obviously provides superb visibility. It pinches in, wasp-like, at the midwing juncture to provide an unobstructed flow of air into the large duct. The cockpit is wide and long enough to provide a lot of pilot comfort. The airframe is of all-metal construction and utilizes tube, channel and sheet as is appropriate for various components. The Ric Jet 4 is the outgrowth of a ducted fan research project initiated a number of years ago by George Richter. Available literature and reports on the few aircraft that have actually flown with ducted or shrouded propellers left a lot of unanswered questions, so George eventually struck out on his own by building progressively more sophisticated flying models. By trying all sorts of configurations, engine and propeller locations, duct sizes, etc., he ultimately struck a combination that resulted in unexpectedly good performance — performance
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